Measurable multifunctions and multimeasures with values in a Banach space are studied. We start by proving a variation of the known Dunford theorem for weak compactness in L1 ( X). With a similar technique we prove that the range of certain vector valued integrals that appear in applications is »-compact and convex. Also we obtain Dunford-Pettis type theorems for sequences of integrably bounded multifunctions. Some pointwise w-compactness theorems are also obtained for certain families of measurable multifunctions. Then we prove a representation theorem for additive, set valued operators defined on Ll{X). Finally, in the last section, a detailed study of transition multimeasures is conducted and several representation theorems are proved.
1. Introduction. In this paper we continue the work started in [31] , where we extended some well-known functional analytic results to set valued operators and used techniques from the general theory of multifunctions to obtain a new result about weak compactness in the Lebesgue-Bochner space Ll(X). This effort is continued in this paper, where we have a new weak compactness result for Ll(X) that complements some earlier results of Brooks and Dinculeanu [2] and we present a Dunford-Pettis type theorem for sequences of integrably bounded multifunctions. We also have a new representation theorem for additive set valued operators, some pointwise weak compactness results for multifunctions with a weakly compact set of Bochner integrable selectors, another weak compactness theorem for the space L}( A), and we determine various properties of transition multimeasures. Our proofs are based on results from the general theory of measurable multifunctions and multimeasures which can be found in the works of Castaing and Valadier [3] , Costé [5, 6] , Godet-Thobie [14, 15] , Hiai [16, 17] , Hiai and Umegaki [18], Pallu de la Barrière [30] , and Saint-Beuve [29, 40, 41] . Also for the relevant background on vector measures, the Radon-Nikodym property (R.N.P.), and Bochner or Pettis integration the reader is referred to Diestel and Uhl [9] . Our work was partially motivated by problems in mathematical economics, control theory, and optimization, where the results and techniques developed in this paper can have useful applications.
Depending on how we interpret the sum in the right-hand side, we have different types of multimeasures. Here we present the two basic ones that we will be using in this work. A map L: ßxZ->£y(A)is said to be a transition multimeasure (resp. a weak transition multimeasure) if:
(1) for all A g Z, w -> L(u>, A) is a measurable miltifunction, (2) for all co g ß, A -> L(u>, A) is a multimeasure (resp. a weak multimeasure). A "selector transition measure" or simply a "transition selector" is a map m: ß X Z -> A s.t.
(1) for all A G Z, co -» m(u, A) is 2-measurable, (2) for all co G ß, A -* w(co, /I) is a vector measure,
for all co G ß and all A e Z, m(a, A) g £(co, A). The set of all transition selectors of £( •, • ) will be denoted by £5^.
Finally recall (see Diestel and Uhl [9, p. 74] ) that K <z Ll(X) is uniformly integrable if limlliA)^0jA\\f(u)\\dp(u) = 0 uniformly in /(•) g K. Closing this section we would like to point out that several of the results in this paper can be extended to separable Fréchet spaces. But in order to have a uniform exposition we have decided to present everything within the framework of Banach spaces.
3. Weak compactness in LX(X). We will start with a variation of the well-known Dunford compactness theorem (see Diestel and Uhl [9, p. 101] ). Note that we do not require A to have the R.N.P. and instead we have the weaker hypothesis (3) and separability. However we require that our set K ç £:(A) is convex. Our result is also related to Theorem 1 of Brooks and Dinculeanu [2] . Furthermore our proof is different from those in [2 and 9] and is based on the theory of multimeasures. Our theorem was motivated by a problem in mathematical economics. Theorem 3.1. Assume that (ß, 2, p) is a positive, finite measure space and X a separable Banach space. If K ç £^A) is closed, convex, bounded, and
(1) £ is uniformly integrable, (2) for all A G £, £(,4) = { jA f(u)dp(u):
for all vector measures m: 2 -» X s.t. miA) G K(A) for all A G 2 there exists g G L\X) s.t. m(A) = jAg(u)dp(tc), (4) [L\X)]* = £°°(A*), then K is weakly compact in LX(X).
Proof. Consider the map M: 2 -> 2X\ ( 0 } defined by M(A) = { jA /(co) dp(u):
/g £}. Because of hypothesis (2) and the convexity of K, we deduce that for all A g 2, M(A) g Pwkc(X). Next fix x* g A*. We have a(x*, M (A)) = sup x*, f f(ic)dp(tc)\ = sup f (x*,/(co)) c7>(co).
Consider the set Kx, ç Lx defined by £x,= {(x*,/(-))g£1:/g£}.
Because of hypothesis (1), Kx* is uniformly integrable and also bounded. So from the classical Dunford-Pettis criterion Kx, is w-compact in Lx. Hence there exists h(-)g£~?' s.t. a(x*,M(A))=fAu(u)dn(tí)^>A-yaix*,MiA)) is a signed measure => M( • ) is a weak multimeasure on 2 (in fact a multimeasure since it is Pwkc( A)-valued).
Next imbed £ into [£:(A)]** and consider Kw*. Because of Alaoglu's theorem £"* is w*-compact. To prove our theorem it suffices to show that for every o g £"'*, we have v g Lx(X). For every A g 2 and for every x* g A* let w* (x*,m(A)) = (xAx*,v). Take a net {fh}heB Q K (B = directed set) s.t. fb-> v. Then (x*, fAfhi<¿)dp.(u>))= ix*,mhiA))-^> ix*, miA)). Note that mh G SM, b G B; from the first part of the proof we know that M(-) is a £WÄ.£,(A)-valued multimeasure and from Theorem 1 of Godet-Thobie [14] we know then that SM is compact for the topology of pointwise w-convergence. Thus we get that m g SM. Then using hypothesis (3) we can find g g Lli X) s.t.
(x*,miA)) = f (x*,g(co))c/u.(co) =» (Xax*,v) = ( (x*, g(co)) dp(o>)
JA JA and so (s, v) = fA(s(to), g(co))c7jti(co) for all s(-) g £°°^A*) countably valued simple functions. Recalling that those functions are dense in £°°(A*) (see Diestel and Uhl [9, p. 42]), we conclude that for all w g £°°( A*) we have (w,v) = ( (w(u),v(to))dp(u)^v£Ll(X)=>K=Kw* => £ is w-compact in £1(A). Q.E.D.
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Remarks. From Theorem 1 of Diestel and Uhl [9, p. 98], we know that hypothesis (4) is equivalent to saying that A* has the R.N.P. with respect to p and if p is nonatomic, then this is equivalent to saying that A* is separable. However note that hypothesis (3) is weaker than saying that A has the R.N.P.
Using a similar technique involving multimeasures, we can have the following result on the range of certain vector valued integrals. Our result extends those of Cesari [4] and is useful in control theory and optimization. Theorem 3.2. Assume that (ß, 2, p) is a nonatomic, positive, finite measure space and X is a Banach space with the R.N.P. If K ç Ll( X) is closed, convex, bounded, and
(1) K is uniformly integrable, (2) for all A G 2, K(A) = { fA /(co) dp(a): f g £ } is w-compact in A, But M(ß + ) G Pwkc(X), so we can find x g M(ß + ), depending on x*, s.t. a(x*, M(ß + )) = (x*,x) => a(x*,U/4e2: A/(^4)) = (x*, x). Invoking James' theorem we conclude that UAEz MiA) = U/fe2£( A) is w-compact in A. Q.E.D.
Remark. It is clear from the above proof that the nonatomicity of ju(-) and the R.N.P. on A were needed only for the convexity part of the conclusion (see Theorem 5 of Costé [6] ).
In fact, in the light of the previous remark, an interesting byproduct of the proof of Theorem 3.2 is the following result which extends the well-known theorem of Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz (see [9, p. 14] ) to multimeasures. wehave fAFk(u)dp(tc) -» fAF(u)dp(u).
Proof. For each /l g 2, let M"(v4) = /,, Fn(u)dp(u), n > 1. Using Theorem 2.2 of Hiai and Umegaki [18] , for all x* G A* we have a(x*, M(An)) = JAo(x*, Fn(u))dp(to).
Fix x* g A*. Using the Dunford-Pettis compactness criterion we know that there exists [ a{x*,Fk(o))dfL(a)-* Í h(a, x*) dp(u) =* o(x*, Mk(A)) J A JA -> cp(A,x*) = I h(w, x*) dp(u).
JA
From Nikodym's theorem we know that A -> y(A,x*) is a signed measure on £.
Also note that for all A g 2 we have
• So we can apply Theorem 1 of Godet-Thobie [15] and get £: ß -» PwkciX) integrably bounded s.t. for all A G 2 and all x* g A* we have a(x*, MiA)) = fAo(x*, F(u))dp(a)).
Recalling that jAa(x*, Fk(t¿))dp(i¿) = a(x*, fAFk) and w fAo(x*, £(co)) dp(u>) = o(x*, fAF), we conclude that fAFk -» fAF for all A g 2.
Q.E.D.
We can have an alternative version of the previous theorem. f Fki<¿) dpiu) ^> f F(u)dp(u).
JA JA
Proof. Working as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we produce <piA,x*) s.t. <p(-,x*) is a signed measure. Also note that |tp(i4,x*)| < a(x*, £(^4)), where
is m(X*, A)-continuous and hence so is x* -» <piA,x*). Thus we can find M(A) G Pwkc(X) s.t. cp(A,x*) = o(x*, M(A)) => M(-) is a multimeasure. Note that M(-) is of bounded variation and /¿-continuous. So Theorem 3 of Costé [5] tells us that there exists £: ß -* Pwkc(X) integrably bounded s.t. for all A g 2 we have M(A) = jA £(co) dp(oi) =* o(x*, M(A)) = a(x*, jA F). Therefore <r(x*, fA Fk) -» a(x *,/,£)-¡a Fk -¡A F for all /lei Q.E.D. Remark. If A has the R.N.P., then hypothesis (3) is automatically satisfied. When A is finite dimensional, then we can say more. Recall that by /z(-, •) we denote the Hausdorff (generalized) metric on £>( A). i Fk(u) dp(o>) -> f F(u)dpiu).
•>A J A Proof. Because of the finite dimensionality of A, hypotheses (2) and (3) of Theorem 4.2 are automatically satisfied. So applying that theorem we get
T Using Corollary 2C of Salinetti and Wets [42] we get that a(-, ¡AFk) -» a(-, fAF) which by Theorem 3.1 of Mosco [28] means that fAFk(u)dp(u) -» /A £(co) dp(u>) in the Kuratowski sense (see [43] ). Finally applying Corollary 3A of Salinetti and
Wets [43], we get that jA Fk(u)dp(u) ~* jA £(co) dp(w). Q.E.D.
5. Pointwise weak compactness of a multifunction. In this section, starting from the set of integrable selectors of a multifunction, we extract information about its pointwise properties and the pointwise properties of its conditional expectation. Such results are useful in mathematical economics, because, roughly speaking, what they mean is that properties of the set of all feasible consumption allocations of the totality of agents are transferred to the consumption correspondence of each individual agent.
Let A be a Banach space and let k > 0. Following Rosenthal [39] we say that a bounded sequence [xn)n>1 ç A is ^-equivalent to the canonical basis of lx if for all n > 1 and for all bx,..., bn g £ we have \bj\ </c j<n I bjXj 7<« We say that [xn}n>1 is an /^sequence if there exists k > 0 s.t. [x"}">x is /c-equivalent to the /^basis. Note that if [xn)n>x is an /^-sequence, span{x"},(>1 is isomorphic to ll and so ll «-» A.
From Rosenthal [39] we have the following remarkable theorem.
Theorem 5.1 [39] . Assume that X is a Banach space. From every bounded sequence {xn)n>i m X we can extract a subsequence (xn = xk}k>1 which has one and only one of the following two properties.
(1) {xk}k >j is an lx-sequence.
(2) {xk} k > x is weakly Cauchy.
We start with a lemma that we will need in the sequel.
Lemma I. Assume that (ß, 2, p) is a positive, finite measure space and X a weakly sequentially complete Banach space. A subset K of Ll(X) is relatively w-compact if and only if K is bounded and has no lx-sequence.
Proof. £ is bounded with no resequence. Let {f"}n>x Q K. From Theorem 5.1 we know that there exists {/" = fk}k>x Q {fn}n>i weakly Cauchy in £:(A). Furthermore from Talagrand [44] we know that since A is weakly sequentially complete, so Proof. From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and Corollary 1.6 of Hiai and Umegaki [18] we know that there exists £: ß -» Pfc( X) integrably bounded s.t. £ = SXF. Furthermore from Castaing's representation (see §2) we have £(co) = cl(/,(co)}n>1 g £y£.(A) with fn G S?, n > 1. From Lemma I we know that SF has no /^sequence. Hence from Klei [24] , we know that {/"(w)}n>1 has no /^sequence for all coGß\7V.
p(N) = 0. So Theorem 5.1 tells us that {/"(co)}"-îl has a weakly Cauchy subsequence for co g ß\A/, p(N) = 0. Then from the weak sequential completeness of A and the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, we deduce that d{/"(co)}n>1 e Pwkc(X) => £(co) g Pwkc(X) for all co g ß\N, piN) = 0. By redefining £(•) on TV, we get the conclusion of the theorem.
An immediate, important consequence of the above theorem is the following property of the multivalued conditional expectation. Proof. Convexity follows immediately from the convexity of the values of £( • ). From Bourgain [1] , we know that SF has no /^sequence and clearly is bounded. An appeal to Lemma I tells us that SF is relatively w-compact. But SF is closed and because of convexity is w-closed. So SF is w-compact in Lx( A). Q.E.D.
We have a result analogous to Theorem 5.2 but with a different set of hypotheses. w-compact in £L( A), for every A g 2 we have that MiA) G Pwkc(X). Furthermore in previous proofs we have seen that M(-) is a multimeasure, which is clearly of bounded variation and it-continuous. Applying Theorem 3 of Costé [5] we deduce that there exists £: ß -> Pwke(X) integrably bounded s.t. for all A g 2 MiA) = j Fiu)dfi(u) => a(x*,M(A)) = oix*,j £J = f a(x*,£(co))i7ju(co).
But we also have that a(x*, M(A)) = fAa(x*, F(w))dp(u).
Therefore for all A G 2 we have f a(x*,£(co))c7it(co)= [ a(x*, £(co)) dp(u) => a(x*, £(co)) JA JA = a(x*,£(co)) for all co G ß\TVv", ti(TVv»,) = 0.
Let [x*)n>x be dense in A*. Let TV, = U">1TVX». Then p(Nx) = 0. Observing that a(-,£(co)) and a(-,£(co)) are both strongly continuous for toGß\TV2, p(N2) = 0 (since both multifunctions are integrably bounded), then through a classical density argument we conclude that o(x*, £(co)) = a(x*, £(«)) for all x* g A* and all to G Q\(NX U TV2), /¿(TVj U TV2) = 0. Hence F(u) = £(<o) ti-a.e. By redefining £( • ) to be equal to £( • ) on the exceptional ti-null set TV, U TV, we get the conclusion of the theorem. Q.E.D.
Remark. Again if X has the R.N.P., then our hypothesis on the measure selectors of £( ■ ) is automatically satisfied.
The above theorem also produces a corresponding result for the set valued conditional expectation. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 5.3 (using this time Theorem 5.5 instead of Theorem 5.2) and so is omitted. Theorem 5.6. Assume that (ß, 2, p) is a positive, finite, complete measure space with 20 a sub-o-field of 2 and X a separable Banach space with X* separable too. If F: ß -» Pwkc(X) is integrably bounded and every vector measure m(-) for which we have m(A) G fA £(co) dp(u>), A g 2, admits a Radon-Nikodym derivative in Ll(X),
We will close this section with a useful observation concerning the set valued conditional expectation. ( a(x*.F(u))dp(u)= [ a(x*,£2''£(co))c//i(co) JA JA =» f £2«a(x*,£(to))c/ju(<o)= j rj(x*,£2<>£(co))ci>(co).
Recall that (co, x*) -> a(x*, £(co)) is 2-measurable in co and continuous in x*, and furthermore for every x* G X* is integrably bounded by ||x*|| |£(co)|. Hence (co,x*) -> a(x*, £(co)) is a 2-quasi-integrable integrand in the sense of Thibault [45] and so we can apply Proposition 7 of that paper and get £2°a(x*, £(co)) = a(x*, £s»£(co)) for all x* g A* and all co G ß \ TV, ju(TV) = 0. Q.E.D. 6 . A representation theorem. In this section we prove a representation theorem for additive set valued operators that appear often in problems of mathematical economics. This result partially generalizes Theorem 3.1 of the author [31] , which was proved in the context of separable, reflexive Banach spaces. Also our theorem is a set valued extension of the results of Drewnowski and Orlicz [10] , Friedman and Katz [13] , and Hiai [17] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (1) for every x G A, co -» £(co, x) is measurable, (2) for every co G ß, x -> £(co,x) is continuous from X into Pwkc(X) with Hausdorff topology corresponding tow(X, A*), ( 
3)£(co,0)={0}, (4) T(v) = faF(u, o(a))dr(a) for all v g L\X).
Proof. Let x* g A* and consider the map m(x*): £J(A) -> £ defined by u(x*)(f) = °(x*, £(/))• Clearly u(x*)(-) is additive and continuous. So Theorem 5.2 of Hiai [17] tells us that there exists <p(x*)(-,x) g Lx. We claim cp(x*)(-,x) g £°°. Suppose not. Then for every n > 1 we can find An g 2 s.t. piAn) > 0 and ¡(¡p(x*)(to,x)| > n for every co g A". Take /" = \ax g Fx(X). Then we have a(x*, £(/")) = /,, <p(x*)(co, x)dp(ic) > np(An). On the other hand o(x*, £(/")) < \\fn\\xa(x*,G) < ii'(ß)||x||a(x*,G) < oo, a contradiction. So (j>(x*)(-,x) g £°°. Let p(-) be a positive, linear lift on £°°. Such a lift exists by Ionescu-Tulcea [21] . Set q>(x*)(-, x) = p(cp(x*)(-,x)). Then for all (co, x) g ß x A we have q>(x* + x*)(to, x) < vp(xf)(co,x) + <p(x*)(co,x) and <p(Àx*)(co, x) = Àcp(x*)(co, x) for all À > 0. Thus we get that x* -* cp(x*)(co, x) is sublinear. Also note that |cp(x*)(co, x)| < ju(ß)||x||a(x*, G) for all co G ß. Hence x* -* cp(x*)(co, x) is m(X*, A)-continuous. Thus there exists £(co, x) g Pwkc(X) s.t. rp(x*)(co,x) = a(x*, £(co,x)).
This together with Theorem 111-37 of Castaing and Valadier [3] implies that co -» £(co, x) is measurable. Also for all A g 2, we have ( a(x*,£(co,x))<7jLi(co)< jLt(ß)||x||a(x*,G) JA => a(x*,£(co,x)) </x(ß)||x||a(x*,G) p-a.e.
Note that the above exceptional ii-null set is independent of x and x*, since both functions involved in the inequality are strongly continuous in x and m(X*, X)-continuous in x* and at the same time A is separable, while A* is w-separable (see Castaing and Valadier [3, Lemma 111-37]). So finally we have £(co, x) ç ||x|| • G p-a.e. and invoking Corollary 11-22 of [3] we deduce that it is continuous from A with the strong topology into Pwkc( X) with the Hausdorff uniformity corresponding to w(A, A*). Also for all i;(-)g£1(A), a(x*,T(v)) = faa(x*, F(u,v(co))dp(co) (see Hiai [17] ). Note that (co, x) -* a(x*, £(to, x)) is measurable in co, continuous in x, i.e. a Carathéodory function. So Lemma 111-14 of Castaing and Valadier [3] tells us that (co, x) -* o(x*, £(co, x)) is jointly measurable, hence co -» a(x*, £(co, v(co)) is measurable. Therefore we can write that a(x*, T(v)) = a(x*, ¡aF(u, v(u))) and from Proposition 3.1 of [32] we conclude that T(v) = /H£(to, v(u))dp(u).
Since cp(x*)(co,0) = 0 for all x* g A* (see Hiai [17] ), we have that £(co,0)= {0}.
Q.E.D.
Remark. If A is finite dimensional, then x-> £(co, x) is continuous in the Hausdorff metric and so £(•,•) is 2 X £( A)-measurable.
7. Transition multimeasures. In this section we conduct a detailed study of the properties of transition multimeasures, analogous to the one for simple multimeasures that appeared in [33] . Such objects are useful in mathematical economics in connection with infinite exchange economies with production (see Hildenbrand [19] ) and in calculus of variations and relaxed control systems (see [47] and the references therein).
We will start with a Radon-Nikodym theorem for transition multimeasures. Recall that a measurable space (£, Z) is said to be separable if there exists Z0 ç Z at most countable s. From Theorem 2.3 of [16] we know that £(co) =£ 0 for all co g ß. Note that since £ is a Polish space, £(£) is countably generated (i.e. separable) and so if {An)n>x is the countable generating family and {x%}k>x is dense in A*, then £(co) = {m g Mh(T,X): with Mh(T, X) being a Souslin space with the topology of simple convergence on Ch(T) ® A. Apply Theorem 3 of Saint-Beuve [40] to get r: ß -> Mh(T, X) measurable s.t. r(co) g £(to) for all co g ß. So for all co G ß and all A g £(£) we have /■(<o)(/4)e £(co. A) and r(co)(£) = t>(co). Finally note that for all A g £(£), co -» r(u)(A) is the composition of co -» /-(co) and r(u)(A). Then from the construction of /•(•) and Proposition 1.5 of [29] we get that co -* r(u)(A) is measurable. Therefore r( ■, • ) is the desired transition selector. Q.E.D.
Remark. Since w -» £(co,C) is measurable by definition, the measurable function ;;(•) always exists.
Using this theorem we can have a set valued, infinite-dimensional generalization of the results of McKinney. bounded and if x G fQ £(co, C) dp(to), then there exists transition selector m(-, ■) s.t. x = iam(">,C)dp(u).
Proof. Set N(D) = faL(u, D)dp(u), D g £(£). From the corollary of Remark. With minor technical modifications both Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 can be proved with A being a separable, dual Banach space. The details are left to the reader.
Next we show that the set valued integral of a transition multimeasure defines a multimeasure on 2 X Z. This way we extend to a set valued setting a well-known result from vector valued measures. Observe that m(-, ■) g TSl and n(B X A) = jBm(co, A)dp(cc) for all £ g 2, A g Z. Since «(-, •) extends uniquely on 2 X Z, the theorem follows from Theorem lof [14] . Q.E.D.
An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following description of the vectors belonging in the range of TV( • ).
Corollary
I. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 7.4 hold. If x g fBL(ic, A)dp(to), with £ g 2 and A g Z, then there exists m(-, •) G TSL s.t. x = jBm(u>, A)dp(ic).
Another consequence of Theorem 7.4 is the following Radon-Nikodym type result. In the final result of this paper, we show that "integration" with respect to a transition multimeasure generates a new transition multimeasure. all co G ß, and all A G £(£) we have a(x*, TV(co, A)) = fAf(u,t)a(x*,L(u,dt)).
Furthermore we can write that TV(co, A) = cl{ fA /(co, r)m(co, dt): m G TSL).
Proof. Let tp(o3,A,x*)= fAf(u,t)o(x*,L(ic,dt)).
Clearly, for all co g ß and all x* g A*, A -> cp(co, A,x*) is a signed measure. Also from Uryshon's metrization theorem (see Dugundji [11, p. 195 ]), we know that £, being a Polish space, is homeomorphic to as Borel subset of the Hubert cube 77 = [0,1]^. Identifying £ with its image we will assume that it is such a subset of 77. Then for all co g ß and all
A g £(77) set ô(x*, £(co, A)) = a(x*, £(co, £ n ^)). Since £(£) = £(77) n £, we see that ô(x*, £(-, ■)) is a transition measure on ß X £(77). Let /"(-, •) be £+-valued Carathéodory integrands on ß X 77 s.t. for all (to, t) g ß X £ we have /"(co, t)1 /(co, /) as n -» oo. Such a family of integrands exists by Lemma 10 of Thibault [45] . where {xk*}k>x is dense A* and a({A"}n>1) = B(T). On Afft(£, A) consider the topology of Ch(T) <8> A-simple convergence. Then since m -» (x*, w(y4")) is continuous for the above topology for every n, k ^ 1, we get that Gr£ G 2 X B(Mh(T, A)). Recall that Mh(T, X) with the above topology is a Souslin space (see Saint-Beuve [41]). Thus we can apply Theorem 5.10 of Wagner [46] and find r":
ß -> Mh'T, A), n > 1, measurable s.t.
£(co) = cl{r"(co)}n>1-»V(to,/t) = clif fiu,t)miu,dt): m G TS,\. Q.E.D.
We can relax the reflexivity hypothesis on A, at the expense of introducing a stronger boundedness hypothesis on £(-, •). 
